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Dear editor

We thank Deer et al for their letter on our manuscript that describes a 37 patient case series of failed SI joint fusion using dorsally placed structural allograft, revised with lateral transfixing devices. While we appreciate the interest in our manuscript, the letter is not a scholarly critique of our work and is unsupported by any literature or regulatory guidance. We disagree with Dr. Deer on several items.

We disagree with Deer's comment that our manuscript presumes that the lateral approach is more effective. Our manuscript did not address this point.

Deer noted that posterior fusion procedures have “similar efficacy” and therefore should be first-line treatments. The authors cite the SECURE study (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04423120) to support this claim of similar efficacy. First, SECURE had different enrollment criteria from the iFuse studies to which it claims equivalence. Second, the SECURE study publication is an unplanned interim analysis, drawing into question any statistical claims related to unadjusted multiplicity. Third, while the SECURE publication claimed non-inferior efficacy results compared to lateral transiliac SI joint fusion, the published SECURE study protocol1 (available on clinicaltrials.gov) did not include a description of a non-inferiority comparison, and the study publication did not include a typical non-inferiority calculation. A careful read of results shows that efficacy for structural allografts is actually statistically inferior to that for lateral transiliac SI joint fusion (see calculations in Appendix). While a treatment with inferior efficacy results could have a favorable benefit-risk profile, neither the publication nor the Deer letter to the editor has proven such. Finally, the SECURE study protocol does not include any imaging component. The paper by Calodney et al shows a single image slice from a CT scan, one of which shows lucency around the implant. It is unclear if the two images are from the same patient as no imaging results are presented.

Deer et al do not address one of our manuscript’s primary concerns, namely the intraarticular placement rate for structural allografts. Many patients in our case series had allografts placed outside of the joint. It is unclear how joint stabilization and fusion could occur when an implant is outside the joint. Our case series raises an important unanswered question (how often does extraarticular placement occur?) that has not been addressed by any structural allograft publication, including the SECURE study. Further, authors claim that placement of structural allografts result in fusion. The SECURE study protocol does not include imaging requirements; thus, it is unclear as to how fusion will be proven.
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Deer notes a large number (16,250) of cases recorded in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) database. The Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code 27279 is used in the US healthcare system to describe and track minimally invasive SI joint fusion procedures. The code does not currently distinguish between metallic implants and structural allografts, though it requires that devices must “transfix” the joint by passing through the ilium, across the SI joint, and into the sacrum. Recently, the American Medical Association CPT Editorial panel decided that procedures to place intraarticular bone allograft within the SI joint are different from standard lateral transiliac SI joint fusion procedures and should be coded differently. This decision acknowledges inherent differences between the two approaches. Many of the 16,000+ cases were likely lateral transiliac SI joint fusion with metallic devices. Any subsequent calculation based on this figure is inaccurate.

Deer et al compare adverse events from an interim analysis of the SECURE study (60 patient interim study with 6 months of follow up) to complaints in the FDA MAUDE (Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience) database. Deer et al note that the number of adverse events reported in the SECURE study points to a lower rate than that implied by an analysis of FDA’s MAUDE database. This statement is misleading for several reasons. First, our study reports structural allograft events in the experience of a handful of surgeons, whereas MAUDE represents nationwide experience. Second, because structural allografts are marketed as human cell and tissue products (HCT/Ps), and not as medical devices, they are not subject to MAUDE reporting except in unusual circumstances. Third, the authors’ use of MAUDE to compare adverse event rates across devices is specifically discouraged by US FDA (https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfmaude/search.cfm).

Deer et al criticize our statement that allografts are being promoted for SI joint fusion against FDA regulations. Manufacturers of structural allografts commercialize their implants through a regulatory pathway known as human cell and tissue products (HCT/Ps). This pathway is reserved for minimally manipulated tissue that serves basic functions as outlined in an FDA guidance document (https://www.fda.gov/media/109176/download). This pathway allows manufacturers to claim only “homologous” use for their products, ie, use in the repair, reconstruction, replacement, or supplementation of a recipient’s cells or tissues with an HCT/P that performs the same basic function or functions in the recipient as in the donor. (https://www.fda.gov/media/109176/download)

This approach is based on the assumption that generic (homologous) use leads to predictable product behavior and does not increase safety and effectiveness concerns. Instead, several manufacturers of structural allografts used for SI joint fusion promote their implants specifically for SI joint fusion. This specific use (joint fusion), as well as the proposed mechanism of action (distraction arthrodesis) is non-homologous. These claims require review by FDA, either as a drug, biologic, or medical device.

Finally, Deer et al criticize our statement regarding the need for properly performed randomized trials by citing results from the interim analysis of the SECURE study. This statement is not supported by any regulatory or society guidelines. We stand by the idea that new medical/surgical interventions need to be confirmed with high-quality clinical science, including long-term follow-up and imaging components. Given the minimally invasive nature of the allograft procedure as well as the subjective nature of pain responses, we believe a sham-controlled trial is needed. Any claim that structural allografts are somehow exempt from standard scientific inquiry is indefensible.
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